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THURSDAY 04 May

20:00  Keynote 1: Sarah Oppenheimer + Book Launch ‘S-337473’

14:00 - 22:00  Exhibition at KIOSK - KASK: Show Me Your Archive and I Will Tell You Who is in Power

FRIDAY 05 May

09:30 - 10:00  Coffee at KASK Café

10:00 - 12:00  Session 1

Mark Dorrian  Art / Architecture / Concept
Léa-Catherine Szacka  Massimo Scolari: The Real, the Unreal and the Problem of Representation
Annalise Varghese  Paper Architecture to Architectural Pavilions and Back Again
John Macarthur  Pardo’s Plumbing

12:00 - 13:00  Lunch at KASK Café

13:00 - 15:00  Session 2

Maarten Liefooghe  Grindbakken by Rotor: The Art and Architecture of Framing In-situ
Stephen Walker  Warren & Mosley: Architecture of We
Ashley Paine  Staging the Architectural Interior: Spencer Finch’s Windows

15:00 - 15:30  Coffee at KASK Café

15:30 - 17:00  Session 3

Angelique Campens  It is suddenly obvious that a passenger’s view is worth describing. Signal
Emily Scott  Visionary Architecture in the Age of Mass Incarceration: Jackie Sumell’s The House That Herman Built (2003-present)
Susan Holden  Assemble’s Turner Prize

20:00  Keynote 2: John Körmeling + Book Launch ‘Triple Bond’

14:00 - 22:00  Exhibition at KIOSK - KASK with guided tour at 19:30: Show Me Your Archive and I Will Tell You Who is in Power
PROGRAMME

SATURDAY 06 May

09:30 - 10:00  Coffee at KASK Café
10:00 - 11:30  Session 4

Guy Châtel & Wouter Davidts  Rooms and Clouds: Gerhard Richter and Architecture

Rosemary Willink  “Breuer Revisited”: Photography of the museum, in the museum

Mark Linder  Kiesler and Imaging: What Was His Vision Machine?

Closing remarks

12:00 - 13:00  Lunch at KASK Café